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LEADING DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS 
Nick Blevins 

 
 
EXAMPLES OF DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS 

• Addressing sin in a leader 

• Asking a leader to step down 

• Conversations about same sex attraction, gay marriage, LGBTQ 

• Other theological points such as salvation, women in leadership, baptism 

• Holding people accountable 

• Giving feedback to your boss 

 

SET UP CONVERSATION AGREEMENTS 

Come to an agreement about how you will have the conversation 

 

SET UP CONVERSATION AGREEMENTS 

Big 3 + 1 

• Listen as an ally 

• Honor the task at hand 

• Silence means agreement 

• +1 – Be on time, which means be early and prepared 



SET UP CONVERSATION AGREEMENTS 

Let guards down 

 

MAKE IT SAFE 

• Work on me first, us second, you third 

• Mutual purpose and mutual respect 

• Listen to their story 

• Share your story 

• Share feelings – be vulnerable 

 

AVOID CONVERSATION KILLERS 

• Wanting to win 

• Keeping the peace 

• Ulterior motives – What do you really want? 

• Refuse the Fool’s Choice (either/or) 

 

HELPFUL TOOLS 

• Pause: intent is to let the silence do the heavy lifting 

• Paraphrase: create clarity in your own mind 

• Probe: invitational, not confrontational 

• Contrasting: (I don’t want to…/I do want to…) 

 



HELPFUL PHRASES 

• What do you think we should do… 

• I think we need to… 

• Help me understand… 

• What are you concerned about… 

 

WORKING AN ISSUE 

State the Issue Clearly 

• Brainstorm all the issues 

• Re-phrase, summarize 

• Determine the main issue 

• State the main issue succinctly 

 

WORKING AN ISSUE 

Hear from Everyone & Categorize Their Responses 

• Facts 

• Opinions 

• Feelings 

• Desires 

 

 

 



WORKING AN ISSUE 

Talk Solutions 

• What can be done to resolve the issue? 

 

WORKING AN ISSUE 

Assign Action Items 

• Assign tasks 

• Due dates 

• Follow up meetings 

 

Nick Blevins 
Nick leads the family ministry staff at Community Christian Church (CCC) 
in Nottingham, MD. CCC was a new church plant just over 10 years ago, 
and in that time they have been a part of helping over a dozen new 
churches launch in the Baltimore/DC area as well as around the world. 
Nick loves to share resources and ideas on his site, creatively named 
nickblevins.com. He also has the privilege of interviewing a variety of 
children's, youth and nextgen leaders on his Family Ministry Podcast each 
week. Nick and his wife, Jennifer, have 2 amazing kids: Isaac and 
Mackenzie.  

 



 
 

LEADING A TRANSFORMATIONAL CHILDREN’S MINISTRY 
Dr. Shelly Melia 

 
 
TRANSFORMATIONAL MINISTRY 

• The Child 

• The Environments we create 

• The Family as partner 

• Pitfalls to Avoid 

• The Challenges we face 

 

THE CHILD 

• Prioritize the spiritual formation of children. 

• Move from individualistic model to community/family model 

• Rely on small groups for transformation rather than large groups. 

 

Physical: 

- Decline in fine motor skills (less messy play) 

- Hygiene Hypothesis: Hygiene, antibiotics, and too little outdoor play has influenced 
immune systems to overreact to substances that aren’t actually threatening—
causing allergies (Dr. David Strachan) 
 

- Brain Development: Kids who spend more than two hours a day on screens got 
lower scores on thinking and language tests (Dr. Gayla Dowling) 



Social/Emotional 

- Anxiety and depression 

- Lower levels of empathy 

- Isolation 

- Cyber-socialization (Aiken) 

- Diminished levels of Face-Time 

 

Mental 

- Preschoolers do not transfer what they learn from iPads to the real world (NIH study) 
 

- Video Deficit Effect: Watching videos does not have the same result as face-to-face 
interaction (Aiken) 
 

- Increase in specialization rather than emphasis on generalists (Victoria Turk) 
 

- Lack of filters create increasing need for critical thinking skills 
 

Spiritual 

- Being raised by Post-Christian generation of parents 

- Exposed to opposing worldviews in every area of life 

- Attending church less frequently than any generation 

 

THE ENVIRONMENTS 

• Think “family” not “theatre” 

- You can impress people at a distance, but you can only impact them up close.  
(Hendricks) 

 
• Use more dialogue than monologue 



• Think carefully about how to use technology 

• Champion missional living not buildings 

• Make Scripture the focus (apologetics, Scripture memory) 

• What can we offer that technology can’t? 

- Relationship (Horizontal and Vertical) 
 

- Meaningful Dialogue 
 

- Empathy “12 year olds play on the playground like 8 year olds…they don’t seem 
able to put themselves in the place of other children” (Sherry Turkle) 
 

• Create environments where children are fully known and fully loved 
 

• Circles and centers cannot be completely replaced with rows. 

• Cultivate soft skills 

• Recognize need for apologetics (older children) 

• Curriculum choices matter: What do you value? 

• Free play and outdoor learning should be valued 

 

MINISTRY AS 5:1 

• 5:1 ministries are greenhouses of transformation 

• It is about the quantity of quality relationships 

- Sticky Faith 

• Among conservative Protestant teens: 

- 35% have no adults (besides their parents) they can look to for help 

- 26% have one or two adults 

- 16% have three or four adults 



- 11% have five or six adults 

 Smith and Denton, Soul Searching 

 

THE FAMILY AS PARTNER 

 

PITFALLS TO AVOID… 

• Crowd-sourced ministry rather than convictional, spirit-led ministry 

• Pragmatism trumps principle and philosophy 

• Fear drives decisions more than faith 

• Trendy receives more emphasis/budget than transformational 

• Individual model and community model are seen as competing extremes 

 

CHALLENGES AHEAD? 

• Peer to peer sexual abuse will continue to rise 

- Minors account for more than one third (35.6%) of those known to police to have 
committed sex offenses against minors 
 

- 25% of sexual misconduct cases reported in churches were committed by minors 
(Church Law and Tax Report) 

 

• Ministry to fatherless homes and single parent families will be crucial in order to turn 
the tide of church decline 
 

• Gender Identity issues will create challenges for ministries 
 

- Be proactive rather than reactive 

- Develop policies and provide parent training (New Baby Dedication) 



- Overnight events are most at risk 
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Shelly Melia 
Dr. Shelly Melia is Associate Dean and Assistant Professor of Childhood 
education in the Graduate School of Ministry at Dallas Baptist University. 
Prior to her academic career she served in churches in Oklahoma, 
Florida and Texas. Most recently, she served as minister to young 
families for nineteen years at First Baptist Church in Burleson, Texas. 
She is a graduate of Oklahoma Baptist University, Southwestern Baptist 
Theological Seminary and B.H. Carroll Theological Institute. In addition, 
she is a licensed professional counselor in the state of Texas 
specializing in grief and trauma. Most importantly, she is the proud 
mother of three children ages 15, 17 and 19. 

 
 



 
 

DEVELOPING A NEXTGEN STRATEGY 
Dr. Aileen Reid 

 
PROCESS STEPS 

• DNA Team 

• SWAT Analysis 

• Define our identity 

- Beliefs, core values, mission and vision 

• Developed strategic initiatives for NextGen Ministries 

• Presented to BOH Board of Directors and Church conference 

• Transition to NextGen Structure 

- NextGen Pastor 

- Age Level Coordinators 

 

SWAT ANALYSIS 

Strengths 

• BOH is rich in its diversity 

• BOH loves young people and wants them to be an active part of the church 

• BOH has a global missions vision  

• BOH is a serving church 

• BOH is a relational church 



• BOH is committed to biblical stewardship 

 

Weaknesses 

• Discipleship was never the main objective 

• No strategy to effectively develop spiritual leaders 

• Students not prepared holistically as disciples of Christ for the world 

• Have not helped parents to serve as primary disciple-makers of their homes 

 

IDENTITY 

Values - BOH Core Commitments 

• Discipleship 

• The Word of God 

• Worship 

• Prayer 

• Agape Relationships 

• Ministry of the Holy Spirit 

• Diversity 

• Stewardship 

 

Mission 
 
The BOHC will make, mature, and multiply disciples of Jesus Christ in Greensboro, the 
Piedmont Triad, and around the world in obedience to Jesus’ Great Commission 
(Matthew 28:16-20). 
 



Vision 

Better Lives, Better Relationships, and Better Communities through the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ. 
 
 

OBJECTIVES & STRUCTURE 
NextGen Ministries 
 

Objective #1 - Make Discipleship our primary focus 

• Equip NextGen to disciple others 

• Release the mission of the ministry to the NextGen in their world 

• Teach NextGen to own their faith 

• Teach NextGen to know their faith 

• Inspire NextGen to discern their own calling 

 

Objective #2 - Cultivate NextGen Disciples in a spiritually authentic worship 
environment 
 
• Develop NextGen in a church context that prioritizes the mission of Jesus 

• Introduce NextGen to a praying environment 

• Raise NextGen in a culture where the love of God and the pursuit of His grace are 

central 

• Disciple NextGen in a church with a deep sense of God’s living presence 

• Mentor NextGen in a church where the scriptures are authoritative for living 

 

 



Objective #3 - Equip parents as the primary Disciple-makers 

• Help parents create sacred rituals 

• Aid parents in developing a home environment of harmony 

• Incorporate curriculum that is used across the age groups to aid parents in faith 

conversations 

• Create parent/student mission opportunities 

• Train parents in skills that strengthen their own faith 

• Encourage parents 

• Two-way communication 

 

 
Objective #4 - Develop A Core Discipleship Team for each Age Group 

• Develop a credible team of spiritually mature disciples  

• Delegate responsibilities according to leaders' gifts, capacity, and strengths 

• Regularly train leaders and expose them to leadership development opportunities 

• Invest time and resources in the core team 



 

NEXTGEN MINISTRY STRUCTURE 

 

 
Objective #5 - Help NEXTGEN disciples develop emotionally, socially, ethically 
and relationally 
 

• Expose students to a healthy work ethic 

• Provide students with a varied social experience 

• Supplement the relational skills taught in the Christian home 

• Teach a healthy relational ethic and hold disciples accountable to them 

• Make loving service a key value of Christ exalting discipleship 

 

Dr. Aileen Reid 
Aileen is the Adult Discipleship Pastor at Bridge of Hope Church in 
Greensboro, NC. She is passionate about making young disciples for 
Christ. Aileen has over 20 years of experience evangelizing and discipling 
children and youth ministers. She has been married to husband Trevor for 
20 years, and is the blessed mother of Joshua, David, and Alexa. 


